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freed, de-liv-ered.
I've found.

joy, peace,

I've been changed,

(grace, and fa-vor.)
I've been

(Choire)

SOLO mp
in Your presence I've been healed,
changed, healed,

Oh, I've found
freed, I've found
joy, grace,
joy, peace,
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and favor, And right now,

grace, and favor,
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to-day,

And right now is the moment, to-day is the day;

I've been changed,

I've been changed.

I've been changed,

I've been changed.
I have waited for this moment to come, and I won't...
I won't go back, I can't go back to the way it used to be...
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_before Your presence came and changed me._

Say, I won't,

before Your presence came and changed me._
I can't go back to the way it used to be,

I won't go back, I can't go back to the way it used to be,
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before Your presence came and changed me.

before Your presence came and changed me. All my
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All my sin,
shame, guilt,

no more chains,
sins forgiven.

No more
no more fear...
chains, fear;
my

And right now, past is over.
I've been today,

And right now is the moment, today is the day;

changed, yes, I'm changed.

I have wait-

I've been changed,

I've been changed.
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I have waited for this moment to come, and I won't... let it pass, Oh!

Oh! let it pass me by!
So we say,  
I can’t go

I won’t go back,  I can’t go

back to the way it used to be, before Your presence came and
Say, I won't, won't go back, changed me.
I won't go back, I can't go can't go back, back to the way it used to be, before Your presence came and
Thank You for the change!
changed me.
I won’t go back, I can’t go

(Drums only)

No!
back to the way it used to be, before Your presence came and
Say, I won't!

changed me.

I won't go back, I can't go

(Drums continue)

back to the way it used to be, before Your presence came and
So we say, I won't go back,
changed me.
I won't go back, I can't go

can't go back!
back to the way it used to be, before Your presence came and
Say, I won't, won't go back,
changed me.

I won't go back, I can't go

before Your presence came and
back to the way it used to be, before Your presence came and
changed me

Lord, I thank You for the

changed me
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